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Abstract

Information dissemination in wide area networks has re-
cently garnered much attention. Two differing models, pub-
lish/subscribe and rendezvous-based multicast atop overlay
networks, have emerged as the two leading approaches for
this goal. Event-based publish/subscribe supports content-
based services with powerful filtering capabilities, while
peer-to-peer rendezvous-based services allow for efficient
communication in a dynamic network infrastructure. We de-
scribe Reach, a system that integrates these two approaches
to provide efficient and scalable content-based services in a
dynamic network setting.

1 Introduction

Event-based publish/subscribe (pub/sub) services have
been widely studied as a basis for information dissemina-
tion in large networks (e.g., [3, 4, 6]). In this communi-
cation model, a subscriber registers a long-standing sub-
scription to the pub/sub service and receives published mes-
sages that match that subscription. Pub/sub services are
typically supported by a fixed infrastructure of routers that
disseminate subscriptions and forward messages based on
their content rather than the addresses of the subscribers.
Current pub/sub systems are capable of supporting rich
subscription languages and provide powerful content-based
services.

A different model for information dissemination is
rendezvous-based communication services layered atop
structured peer-to-peer overlays (e.g., as implemented using
Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs))). Motivated by a separate
set of goals, the DHT-based information services typically
do not support content-based routing but instead focus on
providing efficient communication in a highly dynamic net-
work where servers can join and leave at will. In this model,
overlay nodes serve as logical meeting points for senders
and receivers to exchange information. The overlay layer is
responsible for efficiently locating the corresponding ren-

dezvous node for a particular message and forwarding the
message to interested subscribers (e.g., [5, 9, 13, 15]).

The pub/sub and rendezvous models present dramat-
ically different approaches to information dissemination,
each with its advantages. The pub/sub models exploit in-
formation content for routing, which supports highly ex-
pressive subscription and filtering capabilities. In contrast,
peer-to-peer rendezvous-based services—notably DHTs—
route in a way that ignores content and thus provides limited
information services. However, the rendezvous-based ser-
vices are built on top of peer-to-peer networks which have
the ability to adapt dynamically via members joining and
leaving the service. This permits a degree of flexibility and
resource sharing that conventional pub/sub systems do not
exploit.

Despite these contrasts, we argue that peer-to-peer
rendezvous-based services and pub/sub communication can
be integrated in such a way that gains the advantages
of both. Our goal in this paper is to examine using
rendezvous-based communication as a primitive for imple-
menting pub/sub services. Specifically, we describe the
design of a system we call Reach, which supports an im-
portant class of content-based services—namely content-
based multicast—atop a peer-to-peer service, using the ren-
dezvous abstraction. At a high level, the rendezvous service
is the means by which subscriptions are stored in the net-
work (like triggers in [12]), and by which published mes-
sages are directed to “find” the subscriptions they match.
This rendezvous node is then an entry point into a “subset
tree” of nodes hosting other, weaker (more general) sub-
scriptions, and thus to which this message should also be
routed. This tree is implemented in such a way that it of-
fers join-and-leave flexibility and maximum efficiency as
the nodes in the tree are nearby neighbors in the overlay.

We describe the basics of our design in Section 2 and 3,
discuss research issues in Section 4, present related work in
Section 5, and conclude in Section 6.



2 System Model and Design

In Reach, we assume that the universe of information
content is characterized according to � enumerated at-
tributes. Each distinct event (publication) bears an � -bit
identifier, where a “1” in the

�
-th bit indicates that the event

pertains to the
�
-th attribute; we denote the identifier for

event � by
�����

. Subscriptions in Reach are expressed in the
same manner—each subscription contains an � -bit identi-
fier in which each bit set indicates an interest in the corre-
sponding attribute. A subscription indicates a conjunction
of the indicated interests, i.e., an event matches a subscrip-
tion if for every set bit in the subscription, the bit in the
event identifier is set, as well.

This encoding scheme defines an identifier hierarchy —���	�
is said to be a parent of

����

if and only if

���	�������

. For

example, as shown in Figure 1, identifier 0011 is a parent
for both 0001 and 0010 . More intuitively, a parent iden-
tifier contains at least all the attributes of a child identifier.
This hierarchy is a fundamental concept in Reach and is the
basis for content-based multicasting. The precise benefits
of this hierarchy will become clear in Section 3.

Reach consists of a network of overlay nodes. Each node
serves as a rendezvous point for some subscriptions and
messages. They are also responsible for forwarding mes-
sages to interested clients. We say that a node

�
is the ren-

dezvous node for message � if
�

hosts
�����

(the same is true
for subscriptions). For illustration purposes, we first dis-
cuss how identifiers are mapped onto physical nodes when
the network size is a power of two. The other cases are
discussed in Section 3.3. Recall that � is the size of the
attribute space. Assume that we have a network with ���
nodes, ��� � , where each node can be identified by an
� -bit string (we call this the node ID). An identifier,

���
, is

mapped to node
�

if the lower-order � -bits of
���

coincide
with the node ID of

�
. For example, node 01 in a network of

four nodes would host identifiers 0001, 0101, 1001, and
1101 from an 4-bit attribute space. For convenience, we
denote that node 01 hosts **01.

Messages and subscriptions entering Reach are routed to
their designated rendezvous node. A subscription is stored
at its rendezvous node where messages are matched to the
subscriptions. Once a match occurs, the message is for-
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Figure 1. Parent/child relationship.

warded to the interested client. A message � is said to match
a subscription � if and only if

��� ��� �����
. Note that not all

subscriptions � ’s satisfying
����� � ��� �

are located on the
same rendezvous node. Therefore, the challenge is to effi-
ciently locate all nodes that host � ’s such that

���	� � ��� �
.

The routing and forwarding algorithms described in Sec-
tion 3 are designed specifically with this goal in mind.

3 Routing and Content-Based Multicasting

Reach is a rendezvous-based network that supports
content-based multicast. To achieve this, Reach uses a
unique peer-to-peer lookup service that maintains high-
level semantic relations within the overlay. We begin with a
description of Reach’s basic peer-to-peer routing infrastruc-
ture. We then describe content-based multicasting on top of
this infrastructure. In Section 3.3 we discuss how Reach
handles dynamically changing network sizes. We start our
discussions assuming a power of two network size; this re-
striction is later relaxed.

3.1 Point-to-Point Routing

In Reach, we use a Hamming-distance based routing
scheme. More specifically, each Reach node maintains a
routing table that contains the addresses of all the nodes
whose identifiers are one Hamming distance away from its
own. For instance, node 1011 would have a neighbor set
containing 0011, 1001, 1010, and 1111. In a network of
��� nodes, each Reach node has a routing table with � en-
tries. We note that the neighboring relationship in Reach is
in the overlay layer and therefore is entirely logical.

The Reach routing algorithm is straightforward: a mes-
sage is incrementally forwarded to its destination in such a
fashion that each hop puts the message one Hamming dis-
tance closer to its destination. Consequently, the number of
overlay hops between a pair of nodes is exactly the Ham-
ming distance between their respective node IDs.

For a network of ��� nodes, the average point-to-point
path length in Reach is ����� � . This is similar to other peer-
to-peer lookup services such as [13, 15, 10]. However, we
stress that our contribution is not in Reach’s ability to act as
a routing infrastructure, but rather in its ability to support
content-based multicasting.

3.2 Content-based Multicasting

To support content-based multicasting, Reach must lo-
cate all nodes who host subscriptions that are subsets of
the event identifier of a particular message. For example, a
message with identifier 1001 needs to reach the node host-
ing 1001, as well as nodes hosting 1000 and 0001. To
achieve this, our high-level strategy is simple: each event



message that enters Reach is first routed to its rendezvous
node (1001 in our example). From there the event is pro-
gressively forwarded to nodes that host subsets of the event
identifier (1000 and 0001). Each traversed node forwards
the event to its subscribers if matching subscriptions are
found. Routing toward the rendezvous point is simply a
point-to-point overlay communication that follows the algo-
rithm described in Section 3.1. Discussions in this section
focus on the post-rendezvous dissemination operations. We
call this part subset routing (see Figure 2).

Recall the definition of hierarchical event types in Sec-
tion 2. This hierarchy defines a superset-subset relationship
that is fundamental to achieving subset routing. Informally,
subset routing follows a dissemination tree rooted at the ren-
dezvous node. The ID of every child node in the tree is one
Hamming distance away from its parent and has Hamming
weight less by one. The shaded nodes in Figure 2 illustrate
a subset routing tree. As shown, node 0111 has three im-
mediate children, 0011, 0101, and 0110. When an event
reaches its rendezvous node (in Figure 2, event 1100111
reaches node 0111), the event is recursively forwarded to
the nodes one level down the tree until it reaches all nodes in
the tree. In the example in Figure 2, event 1100111 is sent
to 0110, 0101, 0011, and from there to 0010, 0100 and
0001. The ways in which routing tables are constructed in
Reach guarantee that children nodes are always in the par-
ent’s routing table (and vice versa). In a subset routing tree,
every non-root node hosts identifiers that are subsets of the
event identifier. Thus, an event eventually reaches all sub-
set subscriptions by starting from the rendezvous node and
traversing down the tree.

One might observe that the subset routing tree is not
unique (e.g., in Figure 2, 0110 can also be parent to 0100).
We use a deterministic algorithm to build a tree and at the
same time, eliminate potential duplicate messages. The de-
tails of the subset routing algorithm are as follows: When
a message � reaches its rendezvous node

�
,
�

finds the chil-
dren of

�����
and forwards the event to each such child. When

a child node � , such that
�����
	������

, receives this message,
it generates the children of

�����
and forwards the message

to them, and so forth. In the meantime, each node uses a
deterministic algorithm to eliminate duplicate messages to
children in common with other nodes. A possible algorithm
would be to use a public hash of the message identifier as
an indexing mechanism to determine who is responsible for
the common children.

At a more intuitive level, the content-based multicasting
mechanism in Reach ensures that a message is forwarded
to each subscription that requests all or a subset of the at-
tributes present in the message content. The multicast al-
gorithm generates ������ messages where � ( ����� ) is the
number of marked attributes in the � -bit suffix of the mes-
sage identifier, and � is the number of overlay hops to reach
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Figure 2. Dissemination of event 11000111 in
a network of size �� ( � = 4, � = 8).

the rendezvous node (i.e. the root of the tree).
In contrast to other DHT-based overlay networks, Reach

identifiers encode meaningful application-level informa-
tion, i.e., attributes. As a result, the neighboring relation
in Reach reflects a semantic relation that is not preserved
in standard peer-to-peer overlay networks. This semantic
relationship in the overlay layer is the key to an efficient
implementation of content-based multicast. Without it, a
separate overlay message would be required to reach each
potentially distant subset ID in the overlay layer.

3.3 Dynamic Networks

We have thus far described Reach when the network size
is a power of two. In this section we relax this assumption
and discuss arbitrary network sizes. Assuming Reach boot-
straps from a network of �� nodes, we discuss node joins
and leaves in turn.

Node joining: We assume that a new node joins Reach
by contacting an existing Reach node. The Reach node,
upon receiving a join request, divides the set of identifiers
that it hosts between the new node and itself. Consider the
scenario of a four-node network. Suppose node 01 receives
a join request, it first creates two new node IDs, 001 and
101, by adding a leading bit to its original  -bit node iden-
tifier. It then updates its own ID to 001 and labels the new
node 101. Node 001 will continue to host identifiers whose
3-bit suffix match 001, and give the rest to the new node,
101. As a last step, 001 adds 101 to its routing table, in-
forms its original neighbors, 11 and 00, of its new ID, and
introduces 101 as a new neighbor to them. Node 00 and 11
update their routing table accordingly. Figure 3 depicts an
example node join scenario.

It should be noted that a Reach node processes a join re-
quest only when its own ID has equal or fewer number of
bits than all of its neighbors. If the node’s ID has more bits
than any of its neighbors, it simply forwards the join request
to a neighbor whose ID has fewer bits than its own. Note
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Figure 3. Example of a node joining a Reach network with ��� existing Reach nodes.

that in some cases a node will need to drop neighbors from
its routing table after a join operation. Consider the exam-
ple of a split at node 001, whose ID is being updated to
0001. A neighbor 1011 before the split is now two Ham-
ming distances away from 0001. As a result, 0001 simply
drops 1011 from its neighbor set.

Assuming � is the network size, on average �����
	�����
nodes are affected for each join operation (i.e., having to
update their routing tables). At the end of a join operation,
each node hosts a set of identifiers that has the node ID in
its suffix.

Node leaving: Our algorithm for node leaving is similar
to node joining. If node � with an ����� -bit identifier is to
leave the network, it contacts node � who shares the � -bit
suffix with � .1 � will then host all of � ’s virtual identifiers
and update its node ID to the � -bit suffix. � will inform all
of its neighbors to drop � from their routing tables and to
add � if it’s not present. � will update its neighbors on its
new node identifier. Again, �����
	����� nodes will be affected
by a single leave operation.

We note that a network with varying length node IDs has
a size that is not a power of two. It should be clear that
the routing and event dissemination mechanisms in Reach
can carry on exactly in the same manner even with varying
length node IDs—Hamming-distance based routing with
different length IDs would simply route on the largest suffix.
The average path length in such a network is still �����
	������
when the network size is between � and ��� . The joining
and leaving operations can be repeated as many times as the
attribute space allows—for an � -bit attribute space, the net-
work can grow to at most ��� nodes where each node hosts
a single virtual identifier.

Concurrent Joins/Leaves: The join/leave algorithm de-
scribed thus far assumes that nodes join and leave the net-
work in a serialized manner. In a scenario with concurrent
joins and leaves, nodes in the network may operate on out-

1There should only be one such node in the network and it is in � ’s
routing table.

of-date neighbor tables. We define the global gap as the
largest difference in the ID length of any pair of nodes in
the network. As shown in [1], networks with large global
gaps have longer average path lengths than those that do not.
Handling concurrent joins and leaves with out-of-date rout-
ing tables can result in a large global gap. A possible rem-
edy to reduce the global gap in Reach is by imposing a limit
on the number of join/leave requests a node can process be-
tween subsequent heartbeat messages from neighbors. As-
suming the heartbeat messages carry up-to-date IDs from
the neighbors, a node can update its routing table before
processing subsequent requests. A detailed discussion and
analysis of concurrent joins/leaves is out of the scope of this
paper.

4 Discussion

4.1 Naming

In Reach, we assume a globally-static attribute space
and use a bit vector for naming. This naming scheme pre-
serves high-level application semantics, which gives rise
to a content-based abstraction that is fundamentally more
powerful than standard DHTs. An interesting question is
whether information content can be effectively represented
by such a bit-vector representation. For example, if the
application in question consists of querying the content of
newspaper articles, using a separate bit to represent every
newspaper ever published is clearly not an option. A more
rational approach would call for some kind of hierarchical
attribute space for which high-level filtering and routing are
followed by filtering on more fine-grained attributes.

We emphasize that the attribute representation prob-
lem is independent of the Reach architecture and routing
scheme. Use of a hierarchical attribute space, for instance,
may better facilitate certain applications, but it will not re-
sult in fundamental changes to the Reach infrastructure de-
sign.



4.2 Finer-Grain Filtering

Currently, Reach only allows clients to express inter-
est in particular attributes. A more powerful subscription
language would allow filtering based on the values of at-
tributes. Augmenting Reach’s functionality to achieve this
is simple: the routing scheme (including point-to-point and
subset routing) in Reach need not change, but subscriptions
can be accompanied by arbitrarily complex filters on the
values of the attributes. When a message is being matched
to the subscriptions, the finer-grain filters on attributes val-
ues will be invoked. This way, an event matches a subscrip-
tion if and only if the event identifier matches the subscrip-
tion identifier and the value-based filter covers the event at-
tribute values.

4.3 Fault Tolerance

Our current design does not specifically deal with fault
tolerance. We note that link failures at the physical network
layer can be masked with similar mechanisms as those in
[16, 11]. However, our routing scheme will break down if
a physical intermediate node fails. Since every Reach node
serves as a rendezvous point for some particular content,
straightforward replication of all the rendezvous nodes is
not a viable option. We note that Reach falls in the general
vein of hypercube models, and fault tolerance can poten-
tially be dealt with by adopting a hypercube fault-tolerance
mechanism (e.g.,[8]). Further investigation is needed to
determine if these mechanisms can adapt to dynamic net-
works such as Reach. We are also investigating other more
fault tolerant methods for traversing the subset tree.

4.4 Load Balancing

In a random subscription and event workload, Reach’s
mapping of event IDs to rendezvous node is evenly dis-
tributed between all nodes in the system. However, in real-
ity, it is possible that certain rendezvous nodes will become
overloaded due to popular event identifiers. Reach currently
does not have specific mechanisms to deal with load bal-
ancing. A potential load-balancing scheme could replicate
subscriptions up the dissemination tree. A parent node can
then probablistically decide whether to fulfill the children’s
subscriptions. Another scheme could allow an overloaded
node, � , to push an identifier, ��� , to another less overloaded
node, � . � would send all subscriptions that match ��� to � .
When an event labeled with ��� is published, � would then
forward the event to � to let � fulfill the subscriptions for
��� . This is similar to load balancing mechanisms as found
in [12].

4.5 Quenching

Another potential optimization for Reach is incorporat-
ing a quenching mechanism to reduce unnecessary com-
munication due to lack of subscriber interest. A quench-
ing mechanism would be as follows: when a subscription
reaches its rendezvous node, the node sends an interest bit to
all its neighbors whose IDs are supersets to his ID. Quench-
ing is performed recursively; that is, an interest bit from a
child node will cause an interest bit to propagate upward
to the parents and superset nodes only if the interest bit has
not been communicated previously. Therefore, an event will
only be delivered to children nodes that have indicated in-
terest prior to the publication of the event. This is similar to
quenching performed by Siena[4].

5 Related Work

As Reach is inspired by supporting content-based ser-
vices with dynamic server infrastructures, it is important to
contrast our design with others that have similar goals.

5.1 Publish/Subscribe Networks

Current pub/sub networks such as [2, 4] are capable
of supporting powerful content-based services. Compared
to Reach, they provide more expressive subscription lan-
guages and finer grain content-based services.

However, many pub/sub implementations require broad-
casting subscriptions to the entire network. As network size
increases, subscription registration becomes prohibitively
expensive. There exist pub/sub designs that explore cov-
ering relationships between subscriptions to reduce broad-
cast traffic [4], but such designs only benefit if the workload
lends itself well to such optimizations. In contrast, subscrip-
tion registration in Reach does not require broadcast and
traverses only ���
	����� of the network nodes.

In general, pub/sub services are built on top of a static
network infrastructure, and indeed many routing and for-
warding algorithms rely on this static nature. We note
that many applications may benefit from more general net-
work settings including dynamically changing server popu-
lations. Reach, as other peer-to-peer systems, supports a dy-
namic network infrastructure and as a result allows the net-
work to scale gracefully as the server population changes.

A pub/sub system that allows for dynamic server popu-
lations is presented in [14]. However, as with other pub/sub
systems, broadcasts to the network are necessary to estab-
lish the content-based routing paths.

5.2 Application Level Multicast

Information services such as Bayeux [16], Scribe [11]
and i3 [12] are built on top of structured overlay networks.



These systems provide application-level multicast services
using the rendezvous-based communication model. In these
systems, information is associated with an identifier that is
a hash of the data content. Each data identifier is mapped
to the rendezvous node whose ID is the closest match to the
identifier. These systems only allow exact (or near exact)
matching of subscriptions and data IDs and are incapable of
supporting more sophisticated content-based operations.

Furthermore, application-level multicast services require
the explicit creation of multicast groups and setup of ren-
dezvous nodes. As [4] points out, there does not appear to
be a universally optimal mapping from multicast groups to
recipient interests. In Reach, multicast groups are implic-
itly defined by the superset/subset relationship, and thus do
not need explicit management. As a result, subscribers only
receive messages matching their interests, and publishers
need not duplicate messages to reach all relevant multicast
groups.

A system that shares similar goals with Reach is Hermes
[7]. Hermes implements a “type- and attribute-based” rout-
ing scheme that extends the expressiveness of subscriptions
and supports event hierarchies. Hermes incorporates event
hierarchies in the system by explicitly notifying “ancestor”
identifers of the existence of new “descendant” identifiers.
Thus, a published event with the ancestor identifier will
also be forwarded to the rendezvous node of the descen-
dant identifier. This scheme adds support for event hier-
archies. However, nodes in a Hermes event hierarchy are
more likely to be scattered throughout the network, thereby
resulting in a large overhead for propagating an event to all
of its descendants. In contrast, Reach attains efficiency by
constructing a network wherein the super/subset identifiers
are immediate neighbors in the overlay infrastructure.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a design for content-based
multicasting atop a peer-to-peer rendezvous communication
abstraction. Our approach offers benefits from both pub/sub
and rendezvous models. From pub/sub, we implement an
important class of information services, namely content-
based multicasting. We adopt an expressive form of sub-
set matching, and route publications efficiently on “subset
trees” by utilizing subset relationships in the routing proto-
col. From the peer-to-peer model, we accomodate dynamic
joins and leaves, and thereby gain benefits of resource shar-
ing that have not been previously exploited in pub/sub sys-
tems. We showed that by exploiting semantic relationships
in the overlay structure, we are able to achieve an efficient
implementation of content-based multicast.
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